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Closing Comments

• A big thank you (again!) to the Local Organizing Committee for making 

the meeting work so well!

– Elisa Chisari, David Alonso, Ian Shipsey, Jo Dunkley, Aprajita Verma, 
Phil Marshall, Joe Zuntz, Matt Jarvis, Pedro Ferreira, Chris Linttot, 
Erminia Calabrese and Leanne O'Donnell.

• Thank you everyone for your participation in the meeting!

– Lots of energy and enthusiasm and great interactions in the sessions 

– Lots of cross-WG discussions and Task Force hacks

– Junior involvement in talks and discussion

• Three new milestones!

– First meeting outside the UK

– Largest DE School attendance to date

– First collaboration photo
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Photometric Dark Energy Surveys

Survey
Completion
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Area

[sqr deg]
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galaxy
density
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Observable: positions/galaxy density

(e.g, McDonald & Roy 2009, Desjaques, Jeong & Schmidt 2018)

Observable: shapes

             (weak lensing + intrinsic shape)

intrinsic shape from collapse in tidal field

(e.g, Blazek+ 2015, Schmidt+ 2015, Vlah+ 2020ab)

Predict (large-scale) scale dependence 
for specific galaxy type (expansion coeffs)

Need astrophysics to understand time 
dependence! 

4 Tenneti et al.

Figure 1. Top: Snapshot of the MBII simulation in a slice of thickness 2h�1Mpc at redshift z = 0.06. The bluish-white colored region
represents the density of the dark matter distribution and the red lines show the direction of the major axis of ellipse for the projected
shape defined by the stellar component. Bottom Left: Dark matter (shown in gray) and stellar matter (shown in red) distribution in the
most massive group at z = 0.06 of mass 7.2 ⇥ 1014h�1M�. The blue and red ellipses show the projected shapes of dark matter and
stellar matter of subhalos respectively. Bottom Middle: Dark matter and stellar matter distribution in a group of mass 3.8⇥1012h�1M�.
Bottom Right: Dark matter and stellar matter distribution in a group of mass 1.1⇥ 1012h�1M�.

Iij =

P
n mnxnixnjP

n mn
, (1)

where mn represents the mass of the nth particle and
xni, xnj represent the position coordinates of the nth parti-
cle with 0 6 i, j 6 2 for 3D and 0 6 i, j 6 1 for 2D. It is to be
noted that in this simulation, all particles of the given type
(either dark matter or star particle) have the same mass.
Hence the mass of a particle has no e↵ect on the inertia ten-
sor. The inertia tensor can also be defined by weighting the

positions of particles by their luminosity instead of mass.
Schneider et al. (2012) used the definition of reduced iner-
tia tensor and investigated the radial dependance of halo
shapes in the N -body simulation by considering only parti-
cles within a given fraction of the virial radius. In this paper,
we are only concerned with the standard unweighted inertia
tensor definition for determining shapes and defer investiga-
tion of other definitions for a future study.

Consider the 3D case. Let the eigenvectors of the iner-
tia tensor be êa, êb, êc and the corresponding eigenvalues be
�a,�b,�c, where �a > �b > �c. The eigenvectors represent

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

(MassiveBlack II: Khandai+ 2014; Tenneti+ 2014a,b)

Galaxy observables: 
positions and shapes

Khandai+2014, Tenneti+2014

�g = b1� + bs�
2 + bss

2 + · · ·

Galaxies as (Idealized) Tracers

�obs = �G + �I

�I
ij = C1sij + C2sikskj + C��sij + Cttij + · · ·



Preview: Cosmology Analyses, ca. 2025

Cosmology Parameters

5%

95% Systematics Parameters
- known unknowns
- unknown unknowns



From Cosmology to Observations

Parameters (Unobservables) Observables Observations
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�th
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�astro
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�obs

3D matter fluctuations
matter power spectrum

halo mass function
…

(projected) tracers
tracer power spectra

cluster counts
….

maps, catalogs
tracer power spectra

cluster counts
….

as measured from data

initial conditions
energy components

background evol.



From Observations to Cosmology
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From Observations to Cosmology
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“systematic effects”
may outnumber cosmo params

parameterize + prioritize!

systematics prior
large prior volume 

validate (external data, simulations)

Cosmology Priors

Science Case
parameters of interest
which science?

large data vector
which probes + scales?

Model Data Vector
consistent modeling of all observables

including all (cosmo + nuisance) parameters
 

Likelihood
for observables + systematics

requires (data, sys) covariances



Combined Probes Systematics

‣ “Precision cosmology”: excellent statistics - systematics limited

‣  (and person-power limited!)

‣ Easy to come up with large list of systematics + nuisance 
parameters

‣ galaxies: LF, bias (e.g., 5 HOD parameters + b2 per z-bin,type)

‣ cluster mass-observable relation: mean relation + scatter parameters

‣ shear calibration, photo-z uncertainties, intrinsic alignments,...

‣ Σ(poll among DES working groups) ~ 500-1000 parameters  [2013 estimate]

‣ Self-calibration + marginalization?

‣ costly (computationally, constraining power)



Real World Example: DES-Y3

Survey
Completion

Year

Survey 
Area
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Observed 
galaxy
density
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~ Start DateEnd Date

DES Y3

100M galaxies Billions of galaxies



DES-Y3 WL x LSS Analysis

galaxies x galaxies: 
angular clustering

lensing x lensing: 
cosmic sheargalaxies x lensing: 

galaxy-galaxy lensing

θ θθ

10M lens galaxies 
split in 6 redshift bins 

100M source galaxies 
split in 4 redshift bins 



DES-Y3 Cosmology
from pixels to cosmology in 30 papers

‣ algorithmic + modeling improvements in all analysis stages

credit: C. Doux 



baseline systematics marginalization
‣ linear bias of lens galaxies, per lens z-bin
‣ magnification bias of lens galaxies, per lens z-bin
‣ intrinsic alignments, tidal alignment + tidal torquing,  power-law z-evolution
‣ lens galaxy photo-zs, per lens z-bin
‣ source galaxy photo-zs, per source z-bin
‣ multiplicative shear calibration, per source z-bin

-> this list is known to be incomplete 

how much will known, unaccounted-for systematics bias Y3?

-> remove contaminated data points (i.e., throw out large fraction of S/N)

-> choice of parameterizations ≠ universal truth

are these parameterizations sufficiently flexible for Y3?

DES-Y3 Systematics Modeling + Mitigation

EK+2021



DES Y3 Results:
LCDM Multi-Probe Constraints

‣ marginalized 4 
cosmology parameters, 
lens and source sample 
nuisance parameters

‣ consistent cosmology 
constraints from weak 
lensing and clustering in 
configuration space

DES Collaboration 21 



DES Y3 ↔ Planck

(DES Collaboration 18) 

Compatibility with Planck is measured 
over the full LCDM parameter space 
-> 6 parameters
(Lemos, Raveri + 20)

S8 and Ωm drive the result to  
1.5𝜎 or p=0.13 when considering  
parameter differences optimal metrics
(Raveri & Hu 18)

‣ Future: observe more 
galaxies, combine more 
probes, and achieve better 
systematics control!



Beyond 3x2pt:
DES-Y1 Cluster Counts x 2PCFs

!! "!!
"!"!

"""!
""!
N

""""

3x2pt:
• Method: Krause&Eifler et al. (2017)
• Simulation: MacCrann&DeRose et al. (2018)
• Results: DES Collaboration (2018)

6x2pt+N:
• Results: This work

4x2pt+N:
• Method: To&Krause et al. (2020a)
• Simulation: To&Krause et al. (2020a)
• Results: This work

‣ joint likelihood analysis 
validated on DES-like 
mock catalogs (Buzzard, 
DeRose+2020) 

‣ MOR calibrated from 
large-scale clustering, 
account for selection bias 

cosmology constraints 
consistent with other 
DES probes 

To, EK+ 2021a,b: cluster cosmology constraints from abundances 
and large-scale two-point statistics 



Beyond 3x2pt:
DES-Y1 Cluster Counts x 2PCFs

this analysis unlocks constraining power from number counts 
 substantial gain, iff accurate MOR calibration

Rubin/LSST joint probes forecast
EK & Eifler ‘17



3x2pt Systematics Mitigation
Opportunity Space…

(DES Collaboration 18) 

Galaxy lensing + galaxy counts

also depends on galaxy bias parameters

Marginally consistent/small tension with Planck

Some others more significant, but all require complex modelling

e.g. DES Y1

independent DES-Y13x2pt analysis by A. Lewis 

potential gain if current systematics model 
constrained from external data

modeling these scales requires  
new systematics parameterizations



Systematics Opportunities and Challenges:
Non-Linear Bias Modeling

‣ Pandey, EK+ 2020: minimal 1-loop 
bias model for DES-Y3 analyses 

‣ increased statistical power and 
reduced model complexity enable 
analysis with non-linear bias 
modeling 

‣ linear bias x non-linear matter power 
spectrum sufficient for > 8 Mpc/h 

‣ limited increase in constraining 
power when including smaller scales 
+ non-linear bias model

Pandey, EK+2022, Porredon, Crocce+2022: 
DES-Y3 clustering + g-g lensing analyses



Systematics Opportunities and Challenges:
Baryonic Effects in WL Analyses

DES-Y1 baseline: small 
scale correlation function 
measurements excluded 
because of baryonic 
effects 

Huang+2020: reanalyze 
DESY1 including all WL 
measurements down to 
2.5’



Baryonic Effects in WL Analyses



Baryonic Effects in WL Analyses
Cosmology Constraints

‣ DES-Y1 including all 
scales, baryons not 
included in the 
modeling (don’t do 
that!) 

‣ DES-Y1 baseline 
(conservative scale 
cuts) 

‣ DES-Y1 including all 
scales, baryonic effects 
modeled using PCA 
with non-informative 
prior

Huang+ 2020 



‣ DES-Y1 baseline 
(conservative scale 
cuts) 

‣ DES-Y1 including all 
scales, baryonic effects 
modeled using PCA 
with non-informative 
prior 

‣ DES-Y1 including all 
scales, baryonic effects 
modeled using PCA 
with informative prior 

Huang+ 2020 

Baryonic Effects in WL Analyses
Cosmology Constraints



Huang+ 2020 

Baryonic Effects in WL Analyses
Feedback Constraints

Huang+ 2020 



The Future

Survey
Completion

Year

Survey 
Area

[sqr deg]

Observed 
galaxy
density

‘09 ’19 ’20 ’23 ’25 ’23

CFHTLS
DES

154 5000 1400 15000 ~18000

HSC

Euclid Vera Rubin
Observatory

10 2611

2200(?)

Nancy G. Roman
Space Telescope

5030 30

Dark Energy 
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Suprime 

Cam

2

‘09
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20
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’19
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1500
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Kilo 
Degree 
Survey

~ Start DateEnd Date



Number

 of galaxies

Bad

Good

Survey Optimization I



Area

Number density

 of galaxies

Really Good

Bad

Not so bad

Pretty Good

Survey Optimization II

Statistical error bars only (simplified): 
• Area is more important than depth
• Even more true since non-gaussian Covariances became fashionable



Survey Optimization III

Area

Number density

 of galaxies

Shear calibration

Photo-z calibration

Intrinsic alignment

Baryonic physics

Galaxy bias models

Cluster mass-observable relation
External data sets

Non-linear density field evolution
Covariance Computation



Survey Optimization III

Area

Number density

 of galaxies

Shear calibration

Photo-z calibration

Intrinsic alignment

Baryonic physics

Galaxy bias models

Cluster mass-observable relation
External data sets

Non-linear density field evolution
Covariance Computation

Mone
y



Stage-IV 3x2pt forecasts
(details matter)

EK+ 2017
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Figure 3. Impact of galaxy samples and associate systematics on cosmolog-
ical information. We show the systematics free 3x2pt function case (black,

solid) in comparison to our baseline model (red/dashed). The (blue, dot-

dashed) contours show the information gain when including all blended ob-
jects in the analysis, i.e. increasing n̄source from 26 to 37 galaxies/arcmin2;
green/long-dashed constraints are obtained when including a lens galaxy
sample that is by a factor of 20 larger than our baseline (red sequence) sam-
ple, but has worse photo-z accuracy.

Combining multiple probes has a highly non-linear e↵ect on
cosmological constraining power. It should be an important aspect
of future work to explore optimal multi-probe data vectors for the
various science cases (beyond cosmic acceleration).

4 Scenarios beyond the baseline analysis

In this section we illustrate some of the CosmoLike capabilities to
forecast and optimize the LSST survey. Starting out from the base-
line model we vary the galaxy lens and source samples as well as
associated systematics. We also examine constraints when includ-
ing highly non-linear scales in the lens sample, which requires us to
replace the linear galaxy bias computation with CosmoLike’s HOD
module. We also vary the input cosmology of the computed covari-
ance matrix as a first step to quantify the impact of this choice on
cosmological constraints. Lastly, we consider the impact of galaxy
intrinsic alignment for the multi-probe case and in the presence of
multiple systematics.

4.1 Varying galaxy samples: systematics vs. statistics

Statistical power of photometric surveys comes from covered area,
to reduce cosmic variance, and from the number density of galax-
ies, to reduce noise contributions when estimating summary statis-
tics. Maximizing the number density of galaxies requires the inclu-
sion of faint, small, and poorly understood galaxies, which give rise
to additional systematics. The trade-o↵ between statistical power
and systematics needs to be simulated carefully to select optimal
galaxy samples and to focus future research on the most limiting
factors of an analysis.

Figure 3 illustrates the di↵erence in cosmological information
when comparing a systematics-free 3x2pt analysis (black/solid) to
our baseline scenario (red/dashed) that includes uncertainties from
photo-z’s, shear calibration, and galaxy bias (see Table 1).

Table 2. Parameters, flat priors (min, max), and Gaussian priors (µ, �) for
non-baseline scenarios considered in Sect. 4

Parameter Fid Prior

High density lens sample considered in Fig. 3
�i

z,lens 0.0 Gauss (0.0, 0.001)

�z,lens 0.04 Gauss (0.04, 0.002)

HOD implementation in Fig. 4
Mmin 12.1 flat (10,15)

M
0
1 13.65 flat (10,15)

M0 12.2 flat (10,15)

�lnM 0.4 flat (0.1,1.0)

↵sat 1.0 flat (0.5,1.5)

fc 0.25 flat (0.1,1.0)

Covariance cosmology changes in Fig. 5, model1
⌦m 0.284 no prior - fixed value

�8 0.748 no prior - fixed value

Covariance cosmology changes in Fig. 5, model2
w0 -1.3 no prior - fixed value

wa -0.5 no prior - fixed value

The main contributors in reducing source galaxies for LSST
are masking and atmospheric blending (Chang et al. 2013; Daw-
son et al. 2016). For example, (Chang et al. 2013) find that these
e↵ects shrink the number density of source galaxies from 37 to 26
galaxies/arcmin2. The (blue/dot-dashed) contours show results of
a simulated analysis assuming 37 galaxies/arcmin2. Since we do
not assume an increase in photo-z and shear calibration uncertain-
ties, these contours correspond to an upper limit in information gain
when solving the problem of blending for LSST.

The (green/dashed) contours illustrate results when consider-
ing a lens galaxy sample that has a factor of 20 higher number den-
sity of galaxies compared to our baseline scenario, but degraded
photo-z accuracy (compare Tables 1 and 2).

We find very limited gain in information when increasing the
number density of either source or lens galaxies, which we explain
as follows: First, our error budget is systematics dominated (in-
dicated by black/solid vs red/dashed contours). Second, the Non-
Gaussian cosmic variance terms in our covariance matrix likely
dominate the noise contributions; increasing the number density of
galaxies and hence decreasing the noise has no e↵ect. An increase
in survey area (e.g., towards the equator, which would also allow
for increased overlap with the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instru-
ment survey) would be a more promising approach.

4.2 Varying Rmin: linear galaxy bias vs. HOD model

In this subsection we address the change of information content as
a function of scale to which galaxy biasing can be modeled accu-
rately. Our baseline scenario includes cosmic shear up to lmax =
5000, however it imposes an Rmin = 10Mpc/h cut-o↵ for clustering
and galaxy-galaxy lensing. Perturbative models for galaxy biasing
in the quasi-linear regime is an active area of research (e.g. McDon-
ald & Roy 2009; Senatore 2015; Angulo et al. 2015), and the model
for galaxy clustering and galaxy-galaxy lensing in Eq. (9) needs to
be updated for analyses of galaxy clustering measurements from
future surveys. However, in the context of this forecast study, we
are primarily interested in cosmological information content as a
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Roman Space Telescope Forecasting

● Observing Strategy is not yet defined. Community input is important to define a 
mission that benefits all science 

● No expendables that limit the survey strategy or the survey duration to 5-years 
(propellant for at least 10 years of observations, no active cryogens)



Roman Space Telescope Forecasting

Forecast Machinery (Eifler+2004.05271) 
• WFIRST Exposure Time Calculator (Hirata+12): realistic 

survey area + depth 
• CANDELS WFIRST catalog (Hemmati+18): redshift 

distribution for lensing and clustering sample, galaxy 
clusters 

• Combine  
• Cosmic shear 
• Galaxy-Galaxy Lensing 
• Galaxy Clustering (photo) 
• Cluster Number Counts 
• Cluster Weak Lensing 
• Galaxy Clustering (Spectro) 
• SN1a (Hounsell+2018) 

• Non-Gaussian Multi-Probe Covariance 
• 80+ systematic parameters 
• full simulated likelihood analyses



(Hypothetical) Roman Wide Survey:
W-band, 18000 deg^2

2004.04702, based on exposure time calculator, Hirata+ 2012 Eifler+ in prep.

WFIRSTWFIRST

•5 months Roman-wide: obtain 
space quality shape 
measurements for 95% of the 
LSST Y10 gold sample 

•1year: same for all sky


•Disclaimer: W-band only survey is 
more easily affected by 
systematics


•Combine W-band survey with 
Rubin multi-band photometry



(Hypothetical) Roman Wide Survey:
3x2pt Roman x Rubin Forecasts

2004.04702, based on exposure time calculator, Hirata+ 2012 Eifler+ in prep.

WFIRSTWFIRST

•3x2pt forecast

• Includes 56 dims of systematics modeling:

• Shear calibration, galaxy bias, photo-z, IA, 

baryons


• FoM (Roman wide + Rubin)= 
•      2.4 x FoM (Rubin only) 
• FoM (Roman wide + Rubin) =  
•      5.5 x FoM (Roman Reference survey) 



multi-probe analysis, pass 1 - now what?


Unknown Systematics? vs. New Physics?



Unknown Systematics? vs. New Physics?

‣ scale dependence?

‣ dependence on galaxy/cluster selection?

‣ calibrate with more accurate measurements
‣ spectroscopic redshifts

‣ low-scatter cluster mass proxies

‣ galaxy shapes from space-based imaging

‣ [potentially expensive]

‣ correlate with other surveys
‣ compare to predicted cross-correlations

‣ constrain uncorrelated systematics LSST WL x CMB-S4 lensing
calibrate shear calibration bias

Schaan, EK,+17
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FIG. 5. Left panel: 68% confidence constraints on the shear biases mi for LSST, when self-calibrating them with cosmic
shear alone (blue), LSST alone (green), combination 1 (orange), combination 2 (yellow) and the full LSST & CMB S4 lensing
(red). The self-calibration works down to the level of LSST requirements (dashed lines) for the highest redshift bins, where
shear calibration is otherwise most dificult. We stress that all the solid lines correspond to self-calibration from the data alone,
without relying on image simulations. Calibration from image simulations is expected to meet the LSSt requirements, and
CMB lensing will thus provide a valuable consistency check for building confidence in the results from LSST.
Right panel: impact of unaccounted intrinsic alignments. The lines show the bias in the self-calibrated value of mi, and
the colored bands show the 68% confidence constraints, corresponding to the curves in the left panel. Intrinsic alignment
contribution to the shear calibration is present, but still within the 68% confidence region.

VI. SENSITIVITY TO PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFT UNCERTAINTIES

In Sec. IV, we showed that CMB S4 lensing can calibrate the shear from LSST, assuming that the photometric
redshift uncertainties are under control. In this section, we ask whether this assumption was crucial or not. We
therefore vary the priors on source and lens photo-z uncertainties and re-run our forecast. Fig. 8 shows that the
shear calibration is mildly dependent on the source photo-z uncertainties (left panel), and very insensitive to the lens
photo-z uncertainties (right panel). However, we have not taken into account photo-z catastrophic failures in this
analysis.

VII. APPLICATION TO SPACE-BASED LENSING SURVEYS: EUCLID AND WFIRST

In this section, we reproduce our main forecast on shear calibration in the cases of Euclid and WFIRST. Our
assumptions and results are summarized in Fig. 9 and 10. CMB lensing from S4 can calibrate the shear for the 5
Euclid source bins down to 0.4% � 1.4%, and for the 10 WFIRST source bins down to 0.6% � 3.2%. These results
are clearly very encouraging.

VIII. CONCLUSION

[Eli: Comment on possible degeneracies between shear calibration and more realistic photo-z uncertainties.]
Weak gravitational lensing of galaxy images is a potentially powerful probe of the geometry and growth history

of the universe, and therefore of the properties of dark energy, the neutrino masses and possible modifications to
general relativity. Realizing the full potential of upcoming weak lensing surveys requires an exquisite understanding
of systematics e↵ects, such as photometric redshift uncertainties, intrinsic alignments, theoretical uncertainties related
to non-linear growth and baryonic e↵ects, and shear multiplicative bias. Because these systematic uncertainties are
so challenging, alternative methods to calibrate are valuable: they provide redundancy and contribute to building
trust in the results. In this paper, we focused on calibrating the shear multiplicative bias from LSST by using CMB



Cosmology Analysis Parameters

Cosmology Parameters

5%

25%

70%

(previously)
unknown
unknowns

Systematics Parameters

observational systematics
survey specific

astrophysical systematics
observable + survey specific

known
unknowns



Conclusions

We’re entering the decade of very large galaxy surveys 

‣ BOSS, KiDS,DES, HSC, PFS  -> DESI, Rubin, Euclid, Roman,…

‣ + radio surveys: impressive forecasts, complementary systematics

‣ (most) cosmological constraints will be systematics limited

‣ require accurate systematics parameterizations+priors

‣ different probes and analysis methods enable accurate cosmology

‣ identify and understand systematics effects

‣ maximize constraining power 

‣ Precision cosmology requires collaboration across surveys + wavelengths, 
planning for analysis frameworks to combine data from all surveys!


